
How to Ship your wine to the USA

Your wine is being shipped home legally to you in the United States via Cote d’Or 
Imports. Here are the details and what happens next:

§Prices include retailer pick up, order verification + preparation, export customs,
international air freight, US customs clearance and duty, repackaging and US delivery
via common carrier (UPS or FedEx). One case cannot mix bottles, magnums and
jeroboams (3 L) – those fees are calculated separately and added together to arrive
at your total shipping fees. Partial cases will be calculated to the next highest bottle
count for billing purposes. You will be receiving e-mails from us when your order has
been recorded in our system and when the order is ready to leave France. If you have
not heard from us within 3 weeks of order placement, please reach out to us to be
sure we have your order in our system – and the correct email address.

§ Insurance fees cover breakage, loss and wine specific damage like seepage during
transit. Please open your cases immediately upon delivery and let us know by e-mail
with photos within 36 hours if you have any concerns. Your satisfaction is our number
one priority.

§Timing: all individual wine orders are grouped together into shipments that depart
from France approximately once a month, with more frequent departures in the
spring and fall. The shipment is then cleared through customs, processed through our
US warehouse and delivered to you via ground delivery. Timing for delivery depends
upon when your order is placed, when we receive it in our French warehouse and
when the last shipment departed. Therefore, lead times for delivery can range from 4
to 8 weeks from the time we have your wines in our possession in our French
warehouse.

§Protecting your wines: We are specialists in legally shipping wine, therefore we will
be taking every needed precaution to avoid any risk of damage during transit due to
extreme weather conditions. If this means storing your wines in our temperature-
controlled warehouse until weather is appropriate to ship, we will do so free of
charge. These options will be presented to you if the situation arises.
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Additional details / requirements for certain states:

o It is illegal under state laws to deliver wine to consumers in UT and KY. If you live in
one of these states, please contact us for other options.
o In Alabama, wine must be delivered to a state store for an additional fee of
approximately $4 per case of 12 bottles. You will pay that fee upon pick up from the
state store. We will be in contact with you to determine the most convenient state
store for delivery.
o New Hampshire charges a state tax of 8% of the total value of the wine for direct
shipments to consumers. This is to be paid at the winery when you pay for wine,
insurance and shipping fees.
o Hawaii requires additional fees of 85 €/case of 6 or 12 bottles.
o Illinois requires additional fees of 65 €/case of 6 or 12 bottles. This additional fee
does not need to be paid if you can accept one of the following alternate options:
Ø Pick-up at our partner’s warehouse in Chicago
Ø Pick-up in a wine shop, hotel, restaurant, bar who has a liquor license
Ø Delivery to a neighboring state
o Alaska – shipping is possible for additional fees of 35 €/case of 6 or 12 bottles and
delivery possible from June 1st to September 30th. Orders received outside that
window will be stored, free of charge in our US warehouse until delivery is possible.

Please check your spam in case our emails from cotedorimports@gmail.com did not make it
to your inbox. Our US team can be reached at 503 469 8557 if you have any questions.
Thanks!
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